2006 ford explorer radiator

For more information go to Officially endorsed by the Ford Motor Company and trusted
throughout the industry, Motorcraft's OE replacement radiators are produced and evaluated to
exceptional standards to ensure enduring quality, maximum performanc Replacement - the
most affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Radiator part. Returns Policy.
Recommended Use. Product Fit. Shop Ford Explorer Radiator. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort
by:. Part Number: P Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet Size : 1. Part
Number: CSF Product Details Notes : 1. W Inlet Outlet Size : Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1
- 14 of 14 results. Featured Brands. Thickness Core Size Manufacturer Reviews Questions,
Answers. Replacement Radiator Manufacturer P Manufactured from top quality components,
this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance
needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. CSF is a leading
aftermarket manufacturer that specializes in radiators, oil coolers and condenser Replacement
Radiator. Sep 28, Great experience. Kimberly Westmoreland. Purchased on Aug 31, Jul 03, Had
to replace after two years. This lasted exactly two years, which is less than I expected. I
purchased the item in November , and I had to replace it November Purchased on Feb 17, Jun
13, High Recomendation. Dont think just because the price is low that this part is sub standard.
Not only is it a perfect fit replacement part,the performance exceeded the OEM radiator. This
was probably achieved by the flow rate of the new radiator. UPS delivered on time and most all
delivered undamaged. I was skeptical about ordering a radiator online, but once again A.
Purchased on Sep 10, Helpful Automotive Resources. When the coolant temperature in your
radiator and your engine is outside the normal range, your PCM may trigger code P What are
the Possible Causes of the P Code? Defective or malfunctioning engine coolant temperature
sensorLow engine coolant. Once the engine cools, the thermal resistance in the ECT increases.
As a result, the ECT sensor circuit voltage. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Best Radiators for Your
Vehicle Aftermarket replacement radiators are as durable as their OE counterparts but they are
more affordable, which means you can get the same quality while saving money at the same
time. Check out high-quality replacement radiators at CarParts. How to Clean a Radiator There
are two ways to clean the radiator: internally and externally. The latter involves cleaning the
radiator fins located on the outside while the former has to do with flushing out old fluid and all
the buildup that may have accumulated inside of the radiator. How Hot Does a Radiator Get?
But how hot does it actually get? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford Explorer based on all problems reported for the
Explorer. Radiator failure causing leak which could result in engine overheat and possibly fire.
Radiator leaks badly, plastic cracked. Transmission shifts too hard and hesitates going into
reverse ending with a loud bang into gear. Also the vehicle at defective thermostats and
reservoir, that had to be replaced. Ford refused to recalled this part for whatever reason, even
those they know about it. Here are listing of other people making complaints on other website of
their radiator leak and other cooling system parts going bad as well. Many vehichle has been
effected I think Ford should definitely issue a recall on this particular issue. Read more Check
engine light came on. Vehicle returned to dealer, determine thermostat needed to be replace at
no cost. Now I worrying about the radiator going bad. Developing coolant leak below Ford
Explorer radiator. My mechanic has declared the radiator defective and is failing. This is the
second failed radiator. The first fail was in oct , aprox 48k mileage, and was considered a
problem known by Ford. My estimated mileage was 24k between repairs. This needs to be
solved or our future cars will never be Ford!. About 3 weeks ago, while returning from the park
with my dog, my warning light for temperature illuminated red and I saw that the temp. Gauge
had spiked to hot. I pulled over and as I was going to shift into park, the temp. Gauge fell back
into the normal operating range very quickly. I thought it was just an anomaly. About 3 weeks
later, I noticed that the fan was running loudly and shrtly thereafter, the temp spiked again. I did
soe research on-line and found out that this model Explorer has been having issues with
radiators failing. I brought my truck in to my mechanic who found that my radiator was indeed
compromised and was leaking from the bottom of the unit. I have a Ford Explorer and recently
had work done. After that work I noticed that colling fan was coming on constantly and that it
was extremely loud and sounded like engine was roaring. They determined that radiator was
leaking so they replaced entire colling system. Problem still persists and vehicle only has miles
on it. I am so upset and think they dont know what wrong. They had car ffor 5 days and they
cant fix it. Now I read all this bad info and ask wht is there no recalls and how does Ford have
the ordasisty to charge all these people for a known defect. This needs to stop and shame on

Ford. The contact owns a Ford Explorer. The contact stated the radiator and thermostat failed
and the vehicle was taken to the dealer who replaced the radiator and. The manufacturer was
contacted who stated there were no recalls for either failure. The VIN was unavailable. The
failure mileage was 43, I began noticing a coolant smell after use, then noticed a leak that
progressively became worse. I added coolant to keep desired levels. I had a mechanical shop
inspect and it was determined the radiator was leaking. I had the radiator replaced again, so the
vehicle is on its' third radiator. Milleage at last replacement was 73k. So 3 radiators in 73k miles.
The mechanical shop contacted Ford about parts and was told there had been problems with
these radiators and an"upgraded" radiator is available because of the issues. The contact owns
a Ford Explorer eddie bauer. While driving approximately mph, the vehicle began to jerk
abnormally. The vehicle would also overheat sporadically and the rear windshield wipers would
not operate. The vehicle was taken to a local transmission specialist where they rebuilt the
transmission and attempted to repair the rear windshield wipers but to no avail. The failure
persisted and the vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer for the failures. The dealer made
repairs to the cooling system but was unable to disable the rear windshield wipers to make
repairs. The failure mileage was , They have a fixs for it but who pay the people not Ford. When
the truck stalls because it gets hot I believe thats a safety issue. Don't you?. Radiator being
replaced under extended warranty. Radiators on Ford Explorers. My first radiator was replaced
at 37, miles. I now need a new one at approximately 65, miles. This will be the third replacement
on just my vehicle. Ford has offered no help as to the cost of replacing an obviously defective
part. Checking on line, I see other Ford Explorer owners are experiencing the same thing from
Ford. I request a recall for this defective vehicle. Noticed low coolant level and shortly after the
vehicle overheated for about 10 secs, then went back to normal temp. Took to the dealer to get
checked out, and they said I needed a new radiator because there was in fact a small leak.
Radiators are not supposed to go out that easily, and after researching on the web I have found
dozens of people with the same sort of issues. Ford has already released a TSB for this faulty
part but will refuse to give me any kind of reimbursement, or pay for any of the work done. The
only reason I even used the Ford dealer was to get the pcm update that only they can do. Please
help, companies have to be held accountable for the products they sell. The contact owns a
Ford Explorer eddie bauer edition. The contact stated that the radiator leaked and had to be
replaced at his expense. The manufacturer had not been notified. The failure mileage was
approximately 62, Noticed leaking under Explorer. Vehicle has 65, miles on it. Told radiator was
leaking from the fins and that this was "common". In checking this out, this is not common for a
car of this age, however, it seems Explorers are prone to this problem. This is clearly a Ford
problem and Ford should replace the radiators at no charge. Car radiator ran hot, light never
came on. Radiator drained of all fluids while on highway, blew head gasket on engine, damaged
engine had to replace engine and radiator. This is the third redaitor on car, first at 33, miles,
second at 67, miles, last incident vehicle had 87, miles. Ford Explorer engine overheating.
Outside air temperature f', was stranded with infant in the car. I bought my Ford Explorer brand
new and after approximately 1 year, the radiator started going bad and as of now, I have had to
replace 7 radiators. My parents bought the same year Explorer and have had to replace 5
radiators. I contacted Ford directly, and of course, they told me they have had no reports of the
defect. I find that hard to believe. A friend who works for Ford told us that they have had
problems with those radiators but that there is no solution so they are unable to issue a recall.
The most terrifying case was 2 years ago. I was driving through nashville tennessee at 7 months
pregnant and my car overheated on the interstate. I had only had my most recent radiator for 3
months. It apparently cracked. The radiators leak fluid so you must check fluids regularly to
prevent a breakdown as there has been no warning. Second radiator in Ford Explorer, first one
was at miles. I have seen over complaints but yet no recall from Ford. The first was covered
under the new warranty. I was fortunate to have purchased a new service warranty when that
one expired, now at 92, miles the radiator completely drained causing the motor head gasket to
blow. It is currently at the dealer getting a new motor and radiator. Third radiator replacement in
a year. First one went out at about 45, miles. The others have only last a couple months. Was
under extended warrenty for replacements and now it is not. After seeing the numerous
complaints on forums about this issue it is about time Ford takes this issue and does
something to fix it. And fix it right!. I have a Ford Explorer. At miles the transmission went out
and had to be replaced. Shortly thereafter I had a cracked radiator and had my first radiator
replaced. I now have miles and just had my 3rd radiator put in. I am not going through Ford as
they wouldn't guarantee their work on the first one they replaced. Clearly there is a major
problem with the radiators in this car and it is unfair to all of us who purchased this vehicle. No
warranty or recall. Have found this is a very common problem with a very expensive repair price
tag. Faulty radiator in Ford Explorer eddie bauer 2wd 4-door. Radiator leak at 40k miles. It

started with the engine revving up after few minutes of drive upon acceleration. Took it to dealer
who says leaky radiator may be causing engine to heat up and the abnormal transmission
function. I see many reports on internet with multiple radiator leak problems with this year
model and in some cases upto 5 radiator replacements under 50k. This has got to be a recall
from Ford. Radiator is leaking from a seam. Mileage is 52, Seems very early to be replacing a
radiator. It appears that radiator failure on Ford Explorer v6 is a very common problem. The
radiator on my Ford Explorer 4. There was no warning signs, the vehicle overheated and
fortunately we were able to safely return it to the dealer. Ford's issued a TSB in April with a
diagnosis for this issue and have a redesigned radiator they recommend replacing any failed
radiators that year with. In contacting Ford motor they take no responsibility for this issue since
it's out of warranty. Started leaking with only 28, miles on it. They also tried selling me an
extended warranty. Told me that it was a very common problem for that year. He told me to call
Ford and see if they had a silent recall on these as there is a TSB out for this, they said there is
nothing they can do about it. Checking different internet sites this is a very common problem as
he stated. Radiator began leaking and slowly became worse. Finally had to replace to avoid total
failure. Told by dealer it was due to seam failure. The failure mileage was 41, I began checking
my Ford Explorer because we were going to take a spring break family trip and noticed low
anitfreeze on my truck overflow tank and leakage on the lower driver side of the radiator. My
mechanic fixed the truck but his parts contact said the radiator is on a nationwide back order
because of the all the defective radiators in Ford Explorer type vehicles. I called the Ford
dealership and they said they repair about 4 or 5 a year and it is not covered under any warranty
or recall. After the repair I found out there is a TSB recommendation from the manufacture in
order to get a lifetime warranty. The higher temperatures may be the reason this radiator is
failing because they should last 10 plus years of the life of a vehicle before needing
replacement. The gasket seal between plastic and aluminum on the upper driver side is the
causing the problem, so it's obvious there is a combination of improper temperature settings
and defective part. The failure mileage was 71, Once the vehicle reaches 35, to 40, miles,
radiator failure is common. Radiator had to be replaced on my Ford Explorer v6 at 39, miles.
Apparently this problems is known to Ford motor company, as they've created a TSB for it
stating to replace the radiator with a new design and to update the computer software on the
vehicle. Radiators should not fail this soon on new cars. The western berks regional police has
a Ford Explorer which is having to replace the automobile radiator for the 5th time. Radiator
"split at the seams" causing it to leak. Taken to Ford dealership. No recall, no TSB on this
problem. Car Problems. Engine Cooling System problem 1. Engine Cooling System problem 2.
Engine Cooling System problem 3. Engine Cooling System problem 4. Engine Cooling System
problem 5. Engine Cooling System problem 6. Engine Cooling System problem 7. Engine
Cooling System problem 8. Engine Cooling System problem 9. Engine Cooling System problem
Engine Cooling System problems Radiator problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car
Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine Stall problems. Engine problems.
Gasoline Engine problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. Radiator Hose
problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping Noises
problems. I'm reluctant to write this review but after the heartache and expensive repairs I'm
compelled to share. I've been a proud fan of the Ford brand for years With that confidence I
purchased a 4x4 Eddie Explorer. Since then I've replaced the radiator twice and now the trans is
slipping in drive and reverse. The radiator continues to leak and now the trans drips slowly.
There's no place to add trans fluid I can't continue to drive this vehicle. I have a teen driver and
will not let her drive this truck for the sincere concern over her safety. Ford do the right thing
and recall. I've experience the following problems in owning this vehicle during the last 7 years;
- Paint peeling off of the roof - Leaky cowl seal which leaks rain water into spar plug holes
which shorts out the coils, fowls the spark plugs, causing the engine to run rich, overheating
the exhaust, warping the exhaust manifolds, breaking the exhaust manifold studs and frying out
the catalytic converters. To top it off, the spark plugs get stuck in the head and break off when
changing them. Experienced many of the quality issues others are describing around the
radiator and transmission. All under 75k and only 5 years old. Recently traded it in and do not
regret it. Fun to drive but way too expensive to keep on the road long term. I got the truck new
in and in less then 1 year had to have the radiator replaced. I don't see any leaks but i can smell
it. I took it to the dealer for a pressure test but they say they can't find a problem. Over all i don't
have any other problems so far with the truck. I was at a Lowe's store and i parked my explorer
next to another explorer. I asked the owner if his was a and if he had any problems. OK, I feel
your pain. The problem with the V6 Eddie Bauer edition is the lower brackets that the radiator
sits in. After thermal expansion and contraction the the welds in the core give up. This causes a
ever so slight leak in the core. Hard to find at first , but eventually becomes much larger. You

lose enough coolant to cause a over heating problem which is hard to detect because the
coolant level is dropping ever so slightly. The temperature of the engine is rising at the same
rate, along with the transmission, remember the trans is cooled through the same radiator.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Explorer. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Bad Radiator Mike S. Items per page:. Write a review See all Explorers for sale. Sponsored
cars related to the Explorer. Sign Up. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please
also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford Explorer based on all problems
reported for the Explorer. Radiator fluid exploded all over engine and floor massive leak.
Searched it up on internet and seems this is a common problem with this vehicle. I started
vehicle and fluid started going everywhere. I drove maybe 10 feet and shut the car off
immediately. Accelerate, feels like the transmission is hanging and then slams into gear. A thud
feeling was also reported by my mother several times in previous years to the dealer, they could
not find anything wrong, so she had then document it. Both options are very very expensive.
Read more I bought a Explorer in and in 5 years I have had a sensor that's goes inside the
transmission replaced, then transmission rebuilted, and the radiator replaced twice. Now that
it's paid off leaking coolant again making it run hot. Now it saying check the charging system
and stop on me on the freeway and now won't stay started. Thought I was doing everything
right with the maintenance of the truck but it keeps breaking down. Also the wrench thing is on
and won't stay started even while pressing the gas pedal to the floor all after I just had another
sensor replaced. And besides the radiator leaking again that plastic thing they call a thermostat
housing may be cracked. I feel I'm spending more money repairing things on this truck in 5
years that most people spend on a new car. If I had seen all the problems this model year was
having would have went a different brand. The contact owns a Ford Explorer. The contact stated
that the radiator was leaking fluid. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , The radiator in the Ford Explorer leaks,
and a recall is mandatory. I bought this vehicle in , used, and I am now faced with replacing the
radiator for the 4th time in 7 years. It is a known issue that this radiator is faulty and still there is
no resolve. Please open an investigation and read all the complaints regarding the radiator for
this vehicle. From July 5th to present my Ford Explorer truck was toed to the dealership 3 times.
Each time it was for the same problem overheating. This has been a constant problem with this
car since it was purchased in December The radiator has been replace twice, the transmission
once, the throttle , etc. I have been told that now after the radiator was a replaced and the
throttle, etc. I cannot understand why a car with normal mileage, which was only involved in one
minor fender bender. Can need so much major work. With only 86, miles our Ford Explorers
transmission has failed once again. When we had 23, miles on our vehicle we noticed the
transmission was shifting rather hard and took it to the dealer and they found nothing wrong. At
58, miles the transmission engagement was so rough that we had to get it repaired. Since the
warranty is only up to 36, we decided our best bet is to not take it to the dealer. We had the
valve body repaired and it ran fine up until now. I've had multiple problems with this car. First
the car shifts hard approx between 10 mph and 20 mph, the car lunges, stalls, then shifts hard
into gear. When it first happened, I took the car to a certified mechanic and they did a complete
transmission flush. The car ran smooth for about 10 days, then it started leaking transmission
fluid which resulted in my radiator being ruined. Replaced the radiator and a plug in the
transmission. The car as me and my wife were driving home from a mile trip with the ac running,
the wrench light came on and the car started lunging and shifting hard again. I exited off the
highway and the check engine light came on. The car started shifting hard between 2nd and 3rd
gear and making a loud clunk noise. Took it to the mechanic and he did another transmission
flush on Monday June 16, Two days later and the car still lunges, stalls, and shifts hard. I called
Ford and they said because the car is out of warranty, there's nothing they could do. I even
asked them because there are so many complaints about the transmission, they still couldn't
help me. This happened a couple of times. Told Ford about the problem, and because the car is
out of warranty there's nothing they could do. The last problem is every once and a while the
car doesn't shift into reverse. Told Ford about the problem and once again, because the car is
out of warranty there's nothing they could do. The contact stated that when driving
approximately 50 mph the temperature gauge started to rise. A few miles down the highway he
saw a large cloud of smoke coming from his engine. The contact was able to merged to the side
of the road and have the vehicle towed. After diagnosis from the dealer they advised him that
the radiator fractured and started to leak onto the engine. As a result, the engine and radiator
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was contacted and they
offered no assistance. The failure and current mileage was approximately 83, The radiator leaks
on almost all models from the factory. Ford acknowledges the issue was from overtightening,

yet does not issue a recall. In addition, I have replaced the radiator three times and an engine
block seal. These are very costly fixes for a car that is only a couple of years old. I have reached
out to Ford customer service and they are not helpful or sympathetic at all and claim that they
are not aware of any transmission problems. Meanwhile, when you search the web it is an issue
across the board. I feel their customer service is horrible and so are their cars. I would never
recommend a Ford to anyone, not even my worst enemy. I could have bought two cars for the
money I am putting into this vehicle. First incident occurred in early April my car was emitting a
foul smell and overheating. Upon inspection, it was discovered that my radiator was leaking. I
turned my vehicle into Ford and it was replaced. Second incident occurred early-mid oct my car
was jerking and the check engine light came on. It was taken to have the codes checked and it
was indicated that I had random "miss-fires" to my spark plugs. As this is normally an easy
at-home fix, we were able to replace all the spark plugs. The issue with this incident was that in
the process of removing the spark plugs, all but one broke in half. This is such a common
problem that Ford has designed and sells a specific tool to remove broken spark plugs. Once
the tool was purchased, I was able to fix the problem and my car no longer jerked and the check
engine light went off. Third incident occurred late Nov vehicle started jolting and jerking
excessively and check engine light came on. Feels like transmission is not engaging gears
properly. After much research, I found that this is a common and major safety issue regarding
this vehicle. A safety recall needs to be done imminently. Another issue, started in the end of
when going from park to reverse or drive, stick shift will stick and I will have wiggle and pull
hard to make it move. Separation of radiator. Between plastic top and bottom tanks with
aluminum radiator grill. There has been several other complaints like this about the Explorer.
My children and I were in the vehicle when it malfunctioned without any warning a big cloud of
smoke and the vehicle shut off in the middle of heavy traffic this could have caused a very
serious accident. This issue with the radiator needs to be addressed. The contact stated that the
plastic in the radiator cracked and was leaking. The failure caused the vehicle to overheat. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was determined that the radiator needed to be replaced.
The vehicle was not repaired. The VIN was not available. The failure and the current mileages
were 68, Radiator failure. The radiator failed causing the entire engine to overheat. See odi
number Replaced entire engine and radiator in this vehicle which only has 68, miles on it.
Please issue a recall. The contact stated that the temperature gauge started to increase and the
temperature warning lamp illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who diagnosed that
the radiator was leaking and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure who did not offer any assistance since the vehicle was no longer under warranty. The
failure and the current mileage was 36, The contact owns a Ford Explorer eddie bauer edition.
The contact was driving approximately 45 mph when the check engine warning light illuminated.
The contact then realized that the vehicle had overheated as it proceeded to stall. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic where they advised her that the radiator and thermostat
failed. The vehicle was repaired but the check engine warning light was illuminated again after
two weeks. The vehicles was taken back to the independent mechanic where they informed the
contact that the head gasket was blown and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was
contacted but offered no assistance to the contact. The failure mileage was approximately 84,
My Ford Explorer has 44, miles on it and needs a new radiator,after checking complaints online
for the same problem, I have found many complaints about this issue. I believe Ford needs to
recall this vehicle for the radiator issue. The leak from the radiator can seep into the ground and
into the underground water system,not to mention any animals that would drink from the
puddles left behind from this very toxic anti-freeze. It seems to be a bigger problem for the
model when Ford changed the radiator to plastic. I wonder how many accidents where caused
when the radiator failed and seized the engines while people where driving?. While driving the
vehicle, the smell of antifreez started coming into the car. My fiance' checked the radiator and
overflow bottle and found out it was gas mixed with the antifreeze. My car's milage is I do not
believe the car should have this issue at only 5 years. I bought my Ford Explorer in but three
years later had to replace the radiator. After that I notice that the transmission would slip every
now and then. The problem seems to have escalated since June with the vehicle jacking or
dragging before shifting gears. My wife is actually afraid of driving this vehicle and instead
prefers to drive my Honda accord which has been running with no problems. I took the vehicle
to my mechanic who told me this has been a problem with the model and year of my Ford
Explorer and that the transmission will need to be replaced and so he told me I should file this
complain since this was not our fault but a factory defect which by the look of what I have seen
on this site, Ford is aware of. My question is why has Ford not recalled this because after
checking this site, I have seen so many complains about the same related issues mainly
radiator and transmission , are customers supposed to suffer and spend money for things that

the Ford company has neglected or for their poor workmanship? I believe not. Ford needs to get
their act together and solve this problems for their customers. I, just like everyone who bought
a Ford Explorer would like to see our automakers doing well and that's why we buy the cars but
not at the expense of our families safety or finances. The contact stated while driving at various
speeds, the temperature gauge would indicate that the engine was overheating. The contact
also noticed there was fluid leaking from the radiator. The vehicle was taken to an authorized
dealer who informed the contact that the radiator was cracked and the thermostat housing
failed. The contact was also informed that this was a common failure that required the radiator
be replaced with a newly designed version. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure.
The failure mileage was 85, The VIN was unavailable. The contact stated the radiator was
replaced four times. The radiator began to leak and caused the vehicle to run hot. The contact
stated that the radiator was replaced every 25, miles. All of the radiators were been replaced by
an authorized dealer, but the dealer stated there was no cause for the failure. The current and
failure mileages were , The contact stated that the radiator continued to leak. The leaking was
caused by the plastic material separating from the aluminum, which was causing the vehicle to
overheat. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer where the dealer advised that the radiator
needed to be replaced. The dealer also advised that the thermostat needed to be replaced as
well due to the radiator failure. The failure mileage was 67, The consumer could not afford to fix
the problem. She also stated the were plenty of websites devoted to the exact radiator and
thermostat problem. I have had to change the radiator three times and getting ready to do it
again the second time the truck ran hot and ruined the motor. I then put another motor and new
radiator and it has not been miles and with no warning at all it done it again with all of the
complaints that has been posted online this should have been addressed to every one that has
this problem. The contact stated that the vehicle was abnormally leaking fluid. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer where a diagnostic was performed. The dealer advised the contact that the
radiator plastic failed and caused the radiator crimp to leak. The contact stated that the failure
also occurred in and the radiator was replaced at that time. The dealer advised that the radiator
would need to be replaced again. The manufacture was contact and advised that there were no
recalls for the radiator. The failure mileage was 74, and the current mileage was , While the
contact was driving approximately 35 mph, all of the warning indicators illuminated on the
instrument panel and the temperature gauge began to fluctuate to very hot. The contact drove
to the side of the road with caution. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where
the radiator was replaced. The most recent identical failure recurred and the radiator was
replaced for the second time. The manufacturer was not made aware of the defect. The
approximate failure mileage was 90, I have had the door blender plastic piece changed on my
car three times! I now have to replace it again. I currently have a radiator leak and will have to
replace the radiator and plastic holder as well. I also currently have a transmission slippage
problem and I will have to get that fixed as well. This is horrible. I purchased the Ford Explorer
because I thought it was dependable. This is depressing and I can not afford it!. This vehicle
constantly overheats. I have to add coolant every few days. It first started during a day trip.
Prior to leaving I had my oil changed and all my fluids were filled. After leaving the highway the
car completely shut off. I had to go to a gas station and add more coolant it was only a three
hour trip and it was completely dry. Shortly after the transmission became shifting hard. It jerks
and seems to miss gears. At the time it only had 40, miles. Now I have to be extrememly careful
with the transmission and must keep coolant in my vehicle. I have 4 small children and I am
afraid this vehicle is a fire danger because of the radiator. I am fiancing this vehicle and don't
have the money to get a new one. This vehicle today has 54, miles and if built correctly I should
be able to get , without any major repairs. Ford should be responsible and recall these vehicles
and show they stand by their products. Their saying should be Ford flimsy not Ford tough!.
November at 50, miles had radiator and water pump replaced under warranty by dealer. March a
recall on the transmission pcm card was installed. Had to notify dealer three times that the
transmission was not functioning well, dealer rebuilt transmission. July , miles the thermostat
housing separated and allowed coolant to leak out with no temperature warning resulting in a
blown engine. Replaced engine and we are now getting intermittent throttle fault lights along
with engine speed input circuit malfunction code p The contact stated while driving 45 mph, the
temperature gauge displayed a reading informing her that the engine was over heating. The
contact also stated that water was leaking from the engine. An independent mechanic examined
the vehicle and stated that the radiator needed to be replaced. The failure recurred
approximately eight months later. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer to have the failure
diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was 80, The contact was driving 60 mph when the
engine stalled. The contact noticed a leak coming from the radiator. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer where they confirmed that there was a hole in the radiator. The manufacturer was not

contacted and the vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was 71, and the current mileage
was 82, Tl- the contact owns a Ford Explorer. The contact stated while traveling approximately
40 mph, there was a loud noise coming from the front end and the vehicle stalled without
warning. The contact had already taken the vehicle to an authorized dealer who replaced the
radiator twice and the failure recurred. The vehicle was towed to an authorized dealer who
diagnosed that the radiator and engine needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of
the failure multiple times and provided no remedy. The approximate failure mileage was 44,
While driving at 55 mph, a red service light illuminated and the vehicle suddenly stalled. The
contact pulled over and would not restart. The vehicle was towed to an authorized dealership
where the contact was informed that the radiator failed. The current and failure mileages were
approximately 44, The contact was driving at approximately 30 mph when he noticed that the
vehicle was not shifting gears properly. The vehicle was taken to a local mechanic who
informed the contact that the radiator was the cause of the failure; the radiator was repaired.
The mechanic told the contact that the radiator could be warrantied as there was a similar
failure in a technical service bulletin. The contact called the manufacturer who called a local
authorized dealership but the dealer stated that the vehicle was not included in any recalls. The
failure mileage was 44, The current mileage was appproximately 44, Car Problems. Radiator
problem 1. Radiator problem 2. Radiator problem 3. Radiator problem 4. Radiator problem 5.
Radiator problem 6. Radiator problem 7. Radiator problem 8. Radiator problem 9. Radiator
problem Engine Cooling System problems Engine Cooling System problems. Engine And
Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine
problems. Engine Stall problems. Gasoline Engine problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning
problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping Noises
problems. Radiator Hose problems. Lake Ford helped make these videos. Adding engine
coolant also known as antifreeze to your Ford Explorer is pretty easy. Engine coolant circulates
through your engine to keep it cool in the summer but won't freeze in the winter. Make sure to
check your engine when it is cold for an accurate reading. The video above shows you where
the coolant reservoir in your Explorer is located and how to add coolant. Be sure to check your
owners manual to determine the correct type of fluid to add - for Fords, it will typically be in a
section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your manual. Some coolants will come
premixed-that is, you don't need to add any water. Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a
warm engine could cause the cap to fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the
reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when working on your Explorer. Promptly wipe up any
spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount
on your garage floor can end up in the dog's stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily
surface in your coolant, immediately have your mechanic inspect your Explorer for head gasket
leakage. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter
the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace fog lights. Don't be caught in the fog
with burnt out fog light bulbs. Proper jumpstart procedure. Learning how to jump your car
before you need to is an excellent idea. Change the parking light. Small bulbs that burn out
regularly - did you know you can replace these with LED lights? Replace a burnt out DRL. DRLs
are on more than your headlights. They burn out faster and should be replaced regularly. See all
videos for the Ford Explorer. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Great price, no problems with any fittings or connections. Went right in perfectly.
Excellent delivery speed. I know this vehicle is hard on radiators so we will see how long this
one lasts. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley.
Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly.
Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control Unit. Bypass Hose. Coolant Thermostat Housing
Bolt. Coolant Thermostat Housing Cover. Coolant Thermostat Housing O-Ring. Coolant Water
Outlet Housing Kit. Cooling Hose. Cooling System Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun Kit.
Cooling System Tester Adapter. Engine Coolant Crossover Pipe Gasket. Engine Coolant Pipe
O-Ring. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Coolant Thermostat Housing
Assembly. Engine Coolant Thermostat Shim. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Water Pump with Fan
Clutch. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Expansion Tank Hose. Fan Blade. Fan Clutch.
Fan Shroud. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap Adapter. Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Drain

Petcock. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose. Radiator Mount. Thermostat Assembly.
Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Thermostat Housing
O-Ring. Thermostat Housing Seal. Thermostat O-Ring. Water Crossover Mounting Set. Water
Distribution Pipe. Water Outlet Gasket. Water Outlet O-Ring. Water Pipe O-Ring. Water Pump.
Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump O-Ring. Water Pump Pulley. Air Intake. Body Electrical.
Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine
Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions.
Koyo Cooling. OSC Automotive. Shop By Vehicle. Action Crash Radiator; Premium. Click to
Enlarge. Product List Price:. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. TYC
Radiator. Brock Radiator. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. DIY Solutions Radiator. CSF
Radiator. Tech Note O. APDI Radiator. Features: Increased thermal performance, enhanced
design features, and design commonization for maximum availability with the minimum amount
of parts. Meets or exceeds the manufacturer's specifications that are ready to install. UAC
Radiator. Koyo Cooling Radiator. Koyo Cooling W Radiator. Product Remark: Plastic Tank.
Shipping Options: Ground Shipping. GPD Radiator. GPD C Radiator. The main function of the
radiator is to extract and dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the engine for
optimal performance. Durability tested on every new design Direct fit replacement. OSC
Automotive Radiator. Features: Hassle free installation O. Drop in fit, form and function. All
necessary fittings or hardware are included in each unit for an easy install. The radiator core is
tested prior to assembly and then once the assembly is complete the unit is tes Enhancements
added to solve original design failures and to improve the life of high mileage vehicles: adding
more fins per inch, thicker cores and even larger transmission coolers to overcome the added
heat associated with these vehicles. Show More Show Less. Motorcraft Radiator. Features:
Designed for a long service life under varying thermal and pressure cycles. Lightweight const
envoy wiring diagram
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disk seats
ruction with long-lasting aluminum alloys. Aluminum fins meet rigorous Ford corrosion
specifications. Fiberglass-embedded plastic tanks for better durability under high temperature
conditions. Seamless connections on hose spigots prevent poor fit or leaks. Designed and
tested to meet stringent Ford Engineering standards for performance and durability. Oil
cooler-equipped radiators provide the engine and transmission with maximum heat protection
under demanding towing conditions. API Radiator. Action Crash RAD August 3rd, Posted by
Shirley. October 24th, Posted by Good fit. August 1st, Posted by Ford Explorer Radiator. Koyo
Cooling W Direct fit, no problem installing radiator, I'm very satisfied. Thank u Koyo and
PartsGeek. January 9th, Posted by Satisfied. July 19th, Posted by Fit perfectly. August 21st,
Posted by Great. Catalog: D. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Transmission Ford Explorer. Catalog:
K. Vehicle Ford Explorer. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Ford Explorer. Catalog: A. Catalog: P.

